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have collaborated on projects in the
Asia and Pacific region for nearly ten
years, to step up current projects,
transfer successful initiatives to other
countries and develop new youth
programmes. Projects include:
TUNZA Magazine, the International
Children’s Painting Competition on
the Environment, the Bayer Young
Environmental Envoy in Partnership
with UNEP, the UNEP TUNZA
International Youth Conference,

UNEP and Bayer, the German-
based international enterprise
involved in health care, crop
science and material science, are
working together to strengthen
young people’s environmental
awareness and engage children
and youth in environmental issues
worldwide. 

A partnership agreement lays down
a basis for UNEP and Bayer, who
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We want to hear from you –
your views, your news and 
your ideas. E-mail us at:
tunza@ourplanet.com.

Our planet groans under the pressure of
unsustainable living. Day by day, and year by year,
we take from it more resources than it can spare,
and pollute it faster than it can clean and renew
itself. This is a road that leads to certain disaster –
for our own and future generations.

There are peoples, however, who over long
millennia have developed cultures, lifestyles and
traditions that exist in intimate harmony with their
natural environments. They enjoy a deep spiritual
relationship with the earth and with nature. These
peoples traditionally hunt and farm to meet their
needs – and then stop. If they wanted to, they
could produce more and denude their resources –
but they choose not to because they respect the
earth and they know that such a course would
destroy them in the long run. Unlike most people
today, especially in the West, they consume
carefully, wasting as little as possible, and reuse
their resources to secure the collective welfare of
the whole group.

The rest of the world has a great deal to learn from
these indigenous groups. Yet instead of following
their example, we have marginalized and
persecuted them. When Christopher Columbus
first set sail for the Americas, between 6 and 9
million indigenous peoples lived in Amazonia; now
only 200,000 remain, and many are currently 
facing pressure to abandon their traditional
lifestyles and lands. Other groups have
disappeared altogether. These peoples should be
given space, respect, and the right to their lands
and ways of life. We need to support them in
preserving the indigenous wisdom and knowledge
that has such value for us all.

No one is suggesting that everyone in the world
should adopt the lifestyles of indigenous peoples.
But if we all adopted their philosophy of treading
lightly upon the planet and living sustainably, we
would ensure the survival of our precious earth
and, incidentally, our own prosperity.

tread lightly
on the planet
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youth environmental
networks in Asia Pacific, the
Eco Forum in Poland and a
photo competition, ‘Ecology
in Focus’, in eastern
Europe.

This issue of TUNZA
Magazine is the first to be
produced under the UNEP-
Bayer partnership.
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people can be
endangered, too

there are many CULTURES
whose ways of life are

THREATENED by our 
modern world. these people

POSSESSED environmental
WISDOM that has been 

PASSED DOWN through
countless generations, 

but might soon be LOST FOREVER.

photo: Shebitz/UNEP/Topham
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Four years ago, when I was
a 20-year-old anthropology

student, I went into a
bookshop one rainy day, and
came across a poem about
Peru’s Manu National Park –
in one of the remotest parts
of the Amazon rainforest –
describing how it ‘throbbed
with wildlife’.

I was already keen to get first-hand
experience of environmental and social
issues in Amazonia and the phrase
captivated me. What can a place be like
that ‘throbs’ with life? I had to go.

I started researching the area and learned
about the Nahua people, only 250 of whom
still survive. Until about 20 years ago they
had fiercely rejected all attempts at contact
with the outside world. In March 1982, their
spears and arrows drove back an elite
force of the Peruvian military that was
looking into the possibility of building a road
through the park. The road was never built.

World turned upside down
They also fought against loggers coming
into their territory. But in 1984 loggers
captured four Nahua, who were taken to
the local town before being sent back to
their villages. They brought back
devastating epidemics of respiratory
diseases that wiped out over half the
people within one year. The Nahua
became increasingly dependent on
outsiders for medical support and goods
like salt, clothes, medicines, guns and
motors. In just 20 years, their world has
been turned upside down.

I found four student friends of mine – three
girls and a guy – who wanted to come

with me and try to live with the Nahua. I
then set out on a reconnaissance trip to
ask them if we could come. It was crazy: I
spoke no Spanish (the language of Peru),
let alone Nahua. All I had was the first
name of a possible contact, Frederico.
Eventually I found him, and the two of us
travelled for four days in a dugout canoe
to meet the Nahua.

Complex situation
They held a communal meeting and agreed
that Frederico, my friends and I could come
back. So we spent three months living and
working with the Nahua in their village,
Serjali. We formed a great relationship with
them and investigated the social and
environmental impact of mahogany logging
in their territory. We grew to understand the
complexity of a situation in which the Nahua
recognized the bad effects of logging on
the forest and its wildlife but also needed to
allow a small amount of it in order to be
able to buy the modern goods they had
come to depend on.

It was not just a one-way learning
experience – we were able to inform the
Nahua that although they didn’t know it,
they lived within a reserve and logging by
outsiders was illegal. 

A year later, after I graduated, I returned to
Serjali to discover that Nahua territory had
been invaded by 250 loggers. The Nahua
had tried to protect their land, only to be
threatened with death. So, armed with
what we had told them about the reserve,
they travelled for over three weeks to
protest to the local authorities. Yet the
central government hadn’t even
acknowledged their complaints and the
loggers were continuing to fell trees. 

The Nahua asked for my help and I went
with them to appeal directly to central
government. In response, the authorities

sent a high-level commission to Serjali and
set up temporary guard posts at the
entrance to the threatened land. The
loggers eventually withdrew from the
reserve, promised never to return, and
paid compensation to the Nahua.

My colleagues and I set up an organization
in Peru called Shinai Serjali (literally: ‘To
think about Serjali’) to continue helping the
Nahua. We worked with them to make
detailed maps of their territory, training
them to use GPS (global positioning
system) devices. They are now using
these maps to claim a land title that will
give them greater legal protection from
loggers and other industries; in an
unprecedented move, they have recently
used the title to modify a concession for oil
drilling that was illegally encroaching on
their territory. 

We also helped them put up signposts at
key entry points to their territory
announcing that it was theirs. Many
loggers now turn back when they see
them, and this has given the Nahua the
confidence to send more persistent
loggers away. We have also taught them
to use digital cameras so that they were
able to take pictures of another mass
invasion, and report it via e-mail to the
nearest authorities. 

Greatest challenge
Life for the Nahua is changing rapidly; they
are facing new and increasingly difficult
choices. Our short-term objective is to
provide them with security from external
pressures and raise their awareness, so
that they can make critical decisions about
their own future in their own time and on
their own terms. One of the greatest
challenges is to ensure that they have the
capacity to communicate these concerns
to the outside world and deal effectively
with government, without our help.

Conrad Feather

Living with the Nahua

photo: Doolittle/Topham/ImageWorks



Indigenous groups, who have an intimate
knowledge of their surrounding
ecosystems, rely on nature for many
aspects of their daily survival, including
medicines. Western doctors owe these
groups a much greater debt than they
usually acknowledge. 

Amazonian peoples in Brazil and Peru, for
example, have long used the roots of the
Chondrodendron vine for treating fevers
and snakebites, and as a weapon.
Hunters use arrows dipped in a liquid
extracted from the roots. Once wounded,
their prey falls to the ground and dies
within seconds. Western scientists have
adapted the drug, called curare, to make
modern anaesthetics, and to treat
multiple sclerosis and Parkinson’s
disease. 

Ancient remedies

Similarly, indigenous peoples in Brazil
have long employed the jaborandi plant
for medicinal purposes, dubbing it the
‘slobber-mouth plant’ because it induces
the rapid production of saliva and sweat.
It is now used in Western medicine to
treat cancer patients who suffer from dry
mouths and throats as a result of
radiation therapy, and by people who
have Sjögren’s syndrome, which
prevents them from producing enough
saliva. The plant helps to relax the eye
muscles, and has been adapted for use
in eye surgery and the treatment of eye
diseases. 

On the other side of the world, a
substance called rauwulfia – made from
the snakeroot plant that grows in the
forests of India – has been used for
thousands of years to treat mental and
nervous illnesses. Western scientists
adopted this indigenous cure in the
1940s. 

Harvesting for health

Local medicines can be cultivated, or
gathered from the wild. Many rainforest
tribes maintain gardens to harvest
important plants, and in South Africa
people grow pepper bark trees and
African ginger for medicinal use. However,
in Indonesia, there is no need to raise
fields of alang-alang (used to treat
hepatitis), as this variety of cotton 
grass is one of the most 
common groundcovers 
in the country.

Around 25 per cent of the pharmaceutical
drugs used in the West today come from
plants, and many more are being
developed as medicines of the future. For
example, scientists believe that poison
from the Epipedobates tricolor frog, 
which indigenous Ecuadorians use to
make poison arrows, could give rise to a
new painkiller to replace the use of
morphine. 

Local cures

Some 80 per cent of the world’s people
rely on their own culture’s knowledge of
medicines available from nature. Many
cannot afford modern chemical medicines,
but local treatments can often do the job
as well or better. An investigation in
Madagascar found that local cures, such
as ginger for travel sickness and Burasaia
sp. for fever, were more effective than their
chemical alternatives.

The wealth of biodiversity in our planet’s
wilder places may well provide modern
medicine with many of the cures of the
future, as well as continuing to serve
those who live among it and know it
best. 

Medicines from the Wild
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It is said that when the wife of the Spanish viceroy

of Peru fell ill with malaria in the 1600s, an Indian

healer treated her with the bark of the cinchona tree.

Whether this tale is true or not, the drug was then

taken up by Europeans, who called it ‘quinine’, 

and it has been used to treat the disease ever since.



Today Sheila Watt-Cloutier is the elected
leader of the world’s 150,000 Inuit
people, who are scattered around the
Arctic in Alaska, Canada, Greenland and
Chukotka, Russia. She played an
important part, with UNEP, in getting the
world’s governments to agree to phase
out a ‘dirty dozen’ polluting, persistent
chemicals that were contaminating her
people. She is also campaigning against
global warming. This is an edited extract
from testimony she gave to the US
Congress in September 2004.

‘We are at the very cusp of a defining moment
in the history of the planet. The earth is
melting and we must all come together to do
the right thing to address climate change.

While global warming is affecting the entire
planet, there is a scientific consensus that it
is impacting the Arctic much faster. Our
elders have been experiencing these changes
since the mid-1970s. The Inuit connection to
the environment remains strong, and many of
us still depend upon the land and sea to
sustain our families. Our elders and hunters
have intimate knowledge of the land, sea and

ice, and have observed disturbing changes to
the Arctic climate, environment, and
wildlife. 

These include:
1. melting permafrost
2. longer sea-ice free seasons
3. new species of birds and fish – barn owls,

robins, pin-tailed ducks and salmon –
invading the region

4. invasions of mosquitoes and blackflies
5. unpredictable sea-ice conditions
6. glaciers melting, creating torrents in place

of streams.

Our observations are confirmed by an official
scientific assessment carried out by over 300
scientists and many indigenous peoples of the
Arctic. This concludes that our ancient
connection to our hunting culture may well
disappear – within my grandson’s lifetime. 

Climate change is happening first and fastest
in the Arctic. My homeland is the health
barometer for the planet.

Looking at what is already happening in
remote Inuit villages in Alaska – like

Shismaref near its easternmost tip, which is
literally being battered to the point of falling
into the sea – reveals the future dangers for
more populated areas such as Florida, Louisiana
or California. 

If we can reverse the emission of the pollution
that causes climate change in time to save the
Arctic from the most devastating impact of
global warming, then we can spare untold
suffering for hundreds of millions of people
around the globe. 

Global warming connects us all. Use what is
happening in the Arctic – the Inuit Story – as
a vehicle to re-connect us all, so that we may
understand that the planet and its people are
one. The Inuit hunter who falls through the
depleting and unpredictable sea-ice is
connected to the cars we drive, the industries
we rely upon, and the disposable world we
have become. 

Climate change is a matter of the survival
of humanity as whole. It is the most
pressing global issue we face today.
Protect the Arctic and we will save the
planet.’
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Global distillation: how POPs migrate
1/ chemicals get into the atmospheric

circulation cycle at lower latitudes
where there is more pollution

2/ these toxins stay in the circulation
currents for a long time and eventually
travel northward

3/ toxins finally settle out of the 
atmosphere onto the polar ice caps 
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chemical reactions

Protect the Arctic, save the planet

Sheila Watt-Cloutier grew up in the tiny Inuit community of Kuujjauq on the southern shores of
Ungava Bay in the frozen north of Canada. Until she was ten years old she travelled on nothing faster
than a sledge pulled by dogs.

The Inuit of the Arctic, living in one of the
least hospitable environments on earth, are
an intensely resourceful people. They
mostly eat local wildlife, such as caribou,
musk oxen, polar bears, seals, whales,
walruses and various types of fish. The
Inuit require extra calories to keep them
warm and active, and these local foods
provide them with essential oils and
nutrients that food imported from the south
lacks. They also value maintaining the
traditional ways of life of their ancestors,
including hunting and fishing. Yet their
food is also exposing them to toxic
chemicals – persistent organic pollutants
(POPs) – brought on the winds from
countries far away. 

These dangerous chemicals take a long
time to break down and so build up in the
food chain, working their way up into
animals that people eat. POPs weaken the
body’s immune system, disrupt hormonal
systems, and may cause cancer and other
diseases. Inuit people have been found to
have 10-20 times higher levels of POPs
than people in more temperate areas. In
response to this growing threat to their
community’s health, the Inuit people
played an important part in ensuring the
agreement of an international treaty, the
Stockholm Convention, which was
brokered by UNEP and which plans to
phase out use of 12 of the most
dangerous POPs. 
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TUNZA 
ANSWERS YOUR
QUESTIONS 

Q: It is often said that indigenous peoples are much better at using the world's resources in
moderation. How has this come about, seeing that they have a much narrower knowledge of the world?
Caroline Ang, United States

Q: Are there things we can learn from indigenous peoples?   Cristi Gerlach, Venezuela

Q: What can we learn from the alternative medicine practised by indigenous peoples? Could it help us
cure many of our modern diseases?   João F. Scarpelini, Brazil

Q: Is it possible to preserve an ‘original’ culture in the face of increasing influence from more
dominant cultural models such as the American/Western one? Has any indigenous culture managed to
remain intact?   Maria Sterniczuk, Canada

A: This question reflects a common stereotype
about indigenous peoples. They have struggled
peacefully for their rights – and to preserve their
traditional knowledge – for centuries. As they lost
access to their own resources, they had to learn to
survive in very hostile environments by using what
remained creatively. This has nothing to do with

narrowness of knowledge but with the difficulty we
have, as indigenous peoples, in getting access to
education, information technology and so on, because
of discriminatory policies excluding us from schools
and universities. Indigenous peoples do not usually
waste resources, as they have strong spiritual and
cultural relationships with their environment.

A: Yes, many. Indigenous peoples have very rich
and interesting cultures, and most communities still
speak their native languages and engage in
traditional storytelling, music and dance. They hold
traditional knowledge on how to co-exist with nature,

land and resources, with skills in hunting wildlife and
gathering herbal medicines to treat infections and
other illnesses. Additionally, they know peaceful
ways of resolving conflicts and are usually good
negotiators.

A: Yes, but it is even more important to respect
indigenous peoples' rights to their lands, from which
they harvest medicinal plants, and their rights to use
such plants. We face the intrusion of researchers who
take away our genetic and natural resources without
asking our permission. They believe that they can find
cures by copying indigenous medicines, yet they rarely

consult us or share the ensuing commercial benefits
with us. We hope that many modern diseases can be
cured using indigenous knowledge, but if this is to
happen there must be better cooperation and
communication with indigenous peoples, and our
knowledge and resources must be respected and
protected. 

A: It will be pretty difficult to maintain our
original indigenous identities. But some of us still
own traditional territories, or are in the process of
regaining them. Moreover, we know that we belong
to indigenous groups, giving us an incentive to

preserve and practise our original cultures and
traditions. Indigenous cultures, like any others, are
constantly developing and changing, but we
believe that it should be up to us to decide when
and how.

A: Environmental degradation reflects a lack of
understanding of indigenous peoples' livelihoods and
modes of production. Land and natural resources are
vital sources of knowledge that represent our spiritual
life, and provide space for our rituals. We see the forest
as part of our mother, Nature – not as a commodity that
can be sold and overexploited in the name of so-called

‘development’ for economic benefits. Ecosystems are
being rapidly depleted, yet our physical and cultural
survival depends on them. The right to life is intrinsically
linked to gaining access to and control over our
resources. Development projects must be based on the
principles of self-determination and self-governance of
indigenous peoples.

Do you have
questions on
environment and
development issues
that you would like
the experts at UNEP
to answer? 
Please send them to
cpiinfo@unep.org,
and we will try to
answer them in
future issues.
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For this issue, Tunza asked five indigenous
people to answer questions from readers.
Upaluk Poppel (Inuit, Greenland), Jennifer
Koinante Kihoro (Laikipiak Masai, Kenya), Niyara
Gafarova (Crimean Tatar, Ukraine), Francis
Alfred (Tolo, Solomon Islands) and Ngwe Soe
(Karenni, Myanmar) prepared the answers.

Q: How has environmental degradation – deforestation, desertification, the loss of biodiversity –
affected the ability of indigenous peoples to live off the land?   Irina Gavriloaea, Romania
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environmental heroes

Benito Kuwaru’wa is one of the highly
traditional U’wa people who live high in the
cloud forests of Colombia. The U’wa have
had very little contact with the outside
world. They believe that oil is the blood of
the earth, and that pumping it out is like
killing one’s own mother. In 1992, a major
petroleum company tried to explore for oil
on their territory. Kuwaru’wa campaigned
against these operations and – with 5,000
of his people – threatened to commit mass
suicide if oil was ever extracted. In July
1997, he was beaten by armed and 
hooded men and thrown into a river to
drown. He survived the attack and 
gained a limited victory over the oil
company.

The Goldman Environmental Prize is the world’s foremost award for grassroots
environmental heroes, recognizing those who fight for the environment – often at great personal
cost. The prize is given by the Goldman Environmental Foundation to six recipients every year.
Those whose stories are told on this page are all Goldman prizewinners.

Yosepha Alomang, an elderly leader of
the Amungme people of Irian Jaya,
Indonesia, was tortured for six weeks, and
held for a week without food and drink in a
cell knee-deep in water and human
excrement, after questioning local mining
practices. Mines in her area – one of the

most biologically diverse places on earth –
have destroyed the rainforest, polluted
rivers and displaced entire communities.
Despite her mistreatment, she continued to
speak out and succeeded in getting a
governmental investigation into the
practices.

Eileen Kampakuta Brown and 
Eileen Wani Wingfield, both
Australian Aboriginal elders in their 70s,
led their communities in a campaign to
fight the proposed construction of a
national nuclear waste dump on their
lands in the South Australian desert.
Despite their failing health, the two
women fought tirelessly until the
Australian Government abandoned the
plans in 1994.

JoAnn Tall, a Native American belonging
to the Oglala Lakota tribe, lives on a
reservation in the poorest county in the
entire United States. Guided by prophetic
dreams and spiritual experiences, she
became an environmental activist – despite
being crippled with rheumatoid arthritis and
the mother of eight. She defeated plans to
build both a nuclear weapons testing site
and a waste dump and incinerator on Native
American lands.

Luis Macas, a Quechua Indian from the
Andean highlands in Ecuador, led a general
strike of more than a million indigenous
people in his country in a campaign for
recognition of their rights. As a result, the
Government granted 148 indigenous
communities legal title to almost 1.25 million
hectares of Amazonia, the largest single
return of land in the Amazon. In 1996 he
became the first indigenous person ever to be
elected to the Ecuadorian National Congress.

Harrison Ngau Laing, a Dayak
tribesman from Sarawak in Malaysia, led
his people in a blockade of logging camps
to try to stop the felling of their forests,
which were being cut down more rapidly
in Sarawak than anywhere else on earth.
For his efforts, he was jailed and put
under house arrest for almost two years.
Awarded a Goldman Environmental Prize
in 1990, he used the prize money to stand
for a seat in the Malaysian Parliament. He
won a seat that same year, ousting the
Deputy Minister for Public Works. Today,
as the programme coordinator for a legal
resource centre, he continues to fight
against deforestation and for the rights of
his people.

9
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The Hollywood image of Native Americans – warlike
people who lived in tepees and hunted bison on the
American Plains – could only ever describe a small

proportion of North America’s indigenous peoples. Native
Americans were, and still are,
an enormously diverse group
with a wide variety of lifestyles,
reflecting the different
ecosystems in which they live
and their understanding of how
to live in harmony with them.
Groups from the wooded
northeast have adapted to their
circumstances in different ways
from their Great Plains
counterparts; likewise, groups
from the harsh southwestern
deserts have lifestyles that are
quite separate from the forest-
dwelling fishers along the
Pacific northwest. 

Realizing that they are dependent
on nature for their very survival,
most Native Americans consider
themselves part of the earth itself.
Many consider the loss of tribal
lands as a loss of indigenous identity as well, since historically
their cultures, values and beliefs have centred on the environment
around them.

For example, the Knife River group of North Dakota, consisting of
the Hidatsas, Mandans and Arikaras, developed cultures that co-
existed perfectly with their natural surroundings. When raising their
four main crops of corn, beans, sunflowers and squash, they used

practices that worked together, such
as growing beans up the taller corn
stalks for support and protection
from the elements. They also
developed corn varieties that were
specially adapted to the short
growing season and low rainfall of
the Northern Plains.

During the hunting season, the
whole community played a part in
preparing the catch for various
practical uses. Almost every part of
the dead animal was earmarked for
some purpose as wasting any part of
it would violate their basic spiritual
values (see box). 

Preparations for the long winter
were extensive, and aimed towards
preserving the welfare of the entire
group, rather than focusing on
individual families. Vegetables and

seeds were poured into pits dug in the ground (which were
designed to keep out moisture), and meat was cut into strips and
dried over a fire or in the sun. They learned how much to farm

LISTENING TO NATURE

map: www.motherplanet.com, modified by Deia Schlosberg

KNIFE RIVER GROUP

Anasazi ‘cliff dwelling’ at Canyon de Chelly in New Mexico photo: UNEP/Topham
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Using Every Part of the Animal 

> Meat – eaten and preserved
> Bones – awls/hole punches, beads, dice for games
> Fat – soap, dyes, conditioner for hides
> Heart lining and large intestine – storage 

devices for liquids like fat and oil
> Skin/hides – dwelling covers, boat hulls, later 

reused as moccasins
> Ribs – sledge runners
> Hide scrapings/horns/hooves – boiled to 

make glue
> Porous bones – paintbrushes
> Sinew fibres (running down spine and legs) –

extremely strong thread
> Bladder – buckets
> Leftover hide and hair – dolls, balls for sports
> Teeth – beads/decorations on dresses and robes
> Vertebrae – playing pieces in games 

THE ANASAZI

The Anasazi lived on the high plateau of the Four Corners
region of the United States, which consists of rocky desert
and mountain covered in scrub and small brush. Resources
were scarce, and the Anasazi created their shelters from the
natural protection of the area’s high cliffs, building cliff
dwellings directly out of the stone walls. Their design shows
how the people who built them were not imposing their own
order on nature, but were listening to the natural order to
find out how to construct their buildings.



and hunt so that everyone would have enough to eat throughout
the year, without the wasteful practices of many current methods
of farming and food distribution. 

Although considered Plains Indians, the Knife River peoples only
used tepees for temporary shelter when on hunting trips. For the
majority of the year, they lived in earthlodges, which were houses
constructed on terraces above the river, and set into the ground to
provide shelter from extreme conditions. These earthen dwellings
were designed to insulate the people from cold in the winter and
heat in the summer. To cope with very cold winter temperatures,
groups would move into more sheltered forested areas and to
smaller lodges, which retained heat more effectively, until the
coldest months had passed. 
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Forests are the living wealth of the world – the
foundations for development, giving us the air we
breathe, the food we eat, the materials we need… 
and our medicines.

Costa Rica’s many species of trees prevent soil erosion by
anchoring the soil with their roots, while the
photosynthesis taking place in their leaves provides the
oxygen that we breathe. The forest canopy is home to
many bird species, while foxes, rabbits, mice and other
animals burrow in the roots. 

Each tree is a living community. Tropical rainforests,
covering only 8 per cent of the land surface of the planet,
harbour 50 per cent of the world’s species. For 3,000
years, the indigenous peoples of Costa Rica have followed
a lifestyle that enables them to live in harmony with this
environment. They take what they need from the forest and
want for nothing, finding the food and shelter they need to
stay healthy.

But what about the rest of us? Ever since the Industrial
Revolution, we have taken more than we really need, using
up the forests’ resources with barely a thought for future
generations. Deforestation has largely denuded our planet
and seriously endangered thousands of species. We must
heighten awareness of these important issues, and must
involve indigenous peoples, who have a deep respect for
all living things, in the process. Conservation means caring
for, understanding and using our natural resources
sustainably. 

Only a few countries in the world still have tropical forests.
The production systems that we rely on are endangering life
on earth. Indiscriminate exploitation has destroyed more of
the planet in the last 100 years than in the whole of
humankind’s previous history. 

It is everyone’s responsibility to save our forests, for our
survival on earth depends on them.

Paola Parra Cordero, 18, Costa Rica
Paola Parra Cordero’s family has lived sustainably in Costa Rica’s
forests for generations, supporting themselves through farming and,
more recently, leading expeditions of ecotourists.  

Living wealth
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Hidatsa village earth-covered lodges on the Knife River, by George Catlin
photo: Smithsonian American Art Museum, gift of Mrs Joseph Harrison, Jr.

THE PEQUOTS

The Pequot people lived in what is now eastern Connecticut,
and their lifestyle was similar to other woodland groups.
They lived in wigwams – small, oval homes made from bent
saplings, covered with bark. They were skilled at fishing in
both the rivers and the ocean, and hunted woodland animals
like deer, elk and bear. They developed effective agricultural
techniques for raising maize and beans. At their peak, there
were nearly 8,000 Pequots, inhabiting 650 square
kilometres.



What do we mean by indigenous peoples?

The United Nations often 
uses a definition from the
Martínez-Cobo report for the 
UN Sub-Commission on the
Prevention of Discrimination 
of Minorities (1986): 

Indigenous communities, peoples and
nations are those which, having a
historical continuity with pre-invasion and
pre-colonial societies that developed on
their territories, consider themselves
distinct from other sectors of the societies
now prevailing in those territories, or parts
of them. They form at present non-

dominant sectors of society and are
determined to preserve, develop and
transmit to future generations their
ancestral territories, and their ethnic
identity, as the basis of their continued
existence as peoples, in accordance with
their own cultural patterns, social
institutions and legal systems. 

There are around 150 million tribal people
living in 60 countries around the world. They
may be indigenous but specifically still live in
tribal groups or societies. Of the 70 groups
who have never had contact with the rest of
the world, it is estimated that 50 of them live
here, in the Amazon River basin.*

This area is also home to more than half the
plant and animal species in the world. Many
indigenous groups live among such isolated
and diverse ecosystems.

Many of the plants used in modern
medicine were found in the habitats of
indigenous peoples, who had been using
them in their own medicine for centuries. 

* Survival International

The map shows the locations of
indigenous groups featured in this
issue of Tunza plus numbers of
indigenous peoples in some of the
world’s major continental areas. 

With thanks to the Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights and Survival International for their
advice, and the International Work Group
for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA), who
supplied the numbers.

Population density
(people per square kilometre)
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Sami

West Africa nomads (8 million)

PygmieCentral Africa

Latin America 18.5 million

Nahua

Dogon

Quechua
Yanomami

U’wa

Pequot

Iroquois

Anasazi

Mexico and Central America 13 million

Inuit (150,000)

North America 1.5 million

Oglala Lakota

Knife River group 

United Nations Population Division



World population 6,301,463,000 *
Indigenous peoples in the world 300,000,000 **
Tribal peoples in the world 150,000,000 ***
Distinct indigenous groups 5,000 **

Estimated number of tribal groups 
who have no contact with the wider world 70 ***

* UN figure for 2003.
** International Fund for Agricultural Development. 
*** Survival International.

Charter of the United Nations and the
International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
Common Article 1, paragraph 1.

Many Indigenous peoples are
struggling to retain some control
over the ways their homes and
lives are changing.

'All peoples have the right 

of self-determination. By virtue 

of that right they freely determine 

their political status and freely 

pursue their economic, social 

and cultural development.'

Number of languages
spoken in the world
6,000-8,000

% of total world languages
spoken in:

% of languages it is
estimated will die out 
over the next century 90%

% of languages thought 
to be indigenous 85%

Unesco
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Africa 30%

Asia 32%Europe 2%

Americas 15%

Pacific 19%

i (80,000)

East Africa

Southern Africa

Russia 1 million

Pacific 1.5 million

Maori (350,000)

Aborigines (290,000)

San and Basarwa (100,000)

nomads (6 million)

es (250,000)

South Asia 51 million

East Asia 67 million

Southeast Asia 30 million
Masai

Amungme

Karenni

Bishnoi

Tatar

San

Inuit

Tolo

Dayak Penan

Bedouin



Running free
When Cathy Freeman sprinted across the finishing line of the 400
metres on 22 September 2000, to the tumultuous cheers of a jubilant home
crowd, she became one of the most significant Olympians of modern times. 
In less than a minute, 31-year-old Freeman had become the first Australian
Aborigine to win an Olympic track and field gold medal – her compatriot 
Nova Peris-Kneebone had, four years earlier, won a gold in Atlanta as 
part of Australia’s victorious women’s hockey team.

Running her victory lap, Freeman showed her patriotism and her cultural pride,
draping both the Australian and the Aboriginal flags over her shoulders. For
many of her indigenous and non-indigenous fellow citizens alike, this
demonstration of national unity and reconciliation was to become the defining
image of the Sydney Olympics.

Freeman had already achieved a first in 1992 in Barcelona when she became 
the first Aborigine to represent Australia at the Olympics. In 1996 at the Atlanta
games she earned silver, before crowning her career with gold in Sydney – the
most environmentally friendly of all Olympiads. 

Cathy Freeman announced her retirement from competitive athletics in July 2003. 
But she continues to make an important impact on the international scene, 
working for sport, for the environment and for young people.
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When you were growing up, was it
difficult to train as a serious athlete
as well as going to school?
As a child, through school, I didn’t find it
too difficult. Looking back, my passion
was always running, and it far
outweighed other things in life. My
running helped me learn to be sensible
and happy. I knew those who helped and
guided me realized that I had the
potential to be a champion, and thankfully
I proved them right. I always enjoyed
strong support and encouragement
through my school years.

Did you ever imagine you could win
an Olympic gold?
Absolutely! At ten, my dream was to
win an Olympic gold medal. I would
pretend that I was receiving my medal
on the dais. I would imagine winning
so vividly that I’d even cry, just
dreaming what it’d be like. Thankfully,
my dream came true.

How do you feel about being one of
only two Aboriginal athletes to win a
gold medal at the Olympic Games?
I feel very special, honoured and
happy. I am very proud indeed. My
indigenous heritage enhances my
sense of fulfilment and joy!

Australia awarded you the title of
Young Australian of the Year in 1990
and Australian of the Year in 1998.
Now you are going to be the face of
the next Commonwealth Games, to
be held in Melbourne in 2006. How
do you feel about being such an
Australian icon?

I am only just feeling comfortable about
accepting such a status and being an
icon here in Australia. It makes me feel
a little scared and overwhelmed, but it
makes me feel proud too!

Which major environmental issues
are you particularly interested in, 
and why?
They include waste management, tree
and grass planting, corporate, political
and social support for environmental
causes, and most importantly
community awareness. Preserving the
environment is essentially about taking
care of ourselves and our future!

You are an ambassador for the Mitre
10 Landcare ‘Caring for our
Waterways’ initiative, which supports
local water projects across Australia.
What motivates you to undertake the
environmental work that you are
currently involved in?
My interest and passion is fuelled
particularly by my undying love of
nature and significant interest in giving
ourselves, as human beings, the
greatest opportunity of being the very
best that we can be. We owe it to
ourselves to make our dwelling place
the most beautiful home possible. ‘You
are what you see’ – I am a strong
believer in this adage. Besides, 
I have way too much respect for life to
not care.

Do you feel that we could all learn
something from the close
relationship that Aboriginal people
share with the natural world? 

Absolutely! For thousands and
thousands of years my people, the
Australian indigenous community, 
have maintained a traditional love and
respect for the environment, rejoicing
and celebrating the earth through all
times. Aboriginal people enjoy a
spiritual connectivity to the land that
also fosters a real respect and love for
Mother Nature.

You have been working for many
years with Inspire, an organization
that supports and empowers young
people. Can you tell us about it?
Basically, Inspire focuses on the issue
of teenage suicide in rural areas. 
Using internet technology, Inspire
ensures greater opportunities for youth
to address their personal issues
confidentially and appropriately. I am
patron of Inspire, and am very proud of
the work that’s going on, and the
difference that Inspire is making in
young people’s lives throughout
Australia. I am so pleased to be a part
of such a wonderful organization that
helps breathe new life into our greatest
resource – young people. Inspire
reminds me that the future is always a
bright one!

Now that you have retired from
running, what do you plan to do in
the future?
I just hope to keep on trying to be the
person that I really want to be, by
remaining true to myself and to the
values that I cherish. If I can make a
difference, that would be wonderful.
Absolutely wonderful!

49.11 seconds
may not seem
like much time, 
but it is long
enough to make
history



Let’s 
pay fair!
If you want to help indigenous peoples, why
not support them by purchasing their crafts,
foods and other products through a fair trade
organization? Companies committed to fair
trade try to return between a quarter and a
third of the price we pay for items to the
person who produced them. Although some
might complain that fair trade products cost
slightly more money than non-fair trade items,
many believe that this is a small price to pay
for improving the lives of workers struggling
against poverty.

Most fair trade organizations buy crops,
produce and handicrafts directly from small
farmers and artisans. This added income can
help people in the poorest countries
enormously by cushioning their fortunes
against volatile fluctuations in world market
prices. Thus, with their livelihoods more
secure, they can afford to feed, clothe and
shelter their families, as well as invest a portion
of their earnings back into growing their
businesses further. 

Popular indigenous products include: 

" Pine-needle baskets from Nicaragua
" Tropical jams from Ecuador
" Bone, ivory and soapstone carvings from

Canada
" Naturally dyed flax and alpaca sweaters

from Australia
" Pashmina shawls from Nepal
" Honey from the Democratic Republic of the

Congo
" Cushion covers and wall hangings 

from India
" Salmon from Russia
" Medicinal herbs and plants from South Africa
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World in 
Our Hands
2004 TUNZA International 
Children�s Conference on the Environment

sponsored by the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation
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The 2004 Commitments 
and Challenges

We, the delegates at the 2004 TUNZA
International Children’s Conference
on the Environment, commit to do 
our best:

" To respect, support, share and
celebrate indigenous peoples’ cultures
and knowledge.

" To not harm any plants or animals,
especially endangered species.

" To establish or help at a local shelter
for animals, either for domestic animals
or for endangered species if available. 

" To raise awareness about the
importance of biodiversity.

" To use our water, energy and other
resources wisely.

" To collect and reuse rain water.

" To educate ourselves and others
about the value of water and the
problem of pollution.

" To participate in local stream or
coastal clean-ups.

" To buy and use energy-efficient
products and to conserve energy
whenever possible.

" To plant trees, native plants and rare
species in our home communities.

" To eat foods not grown with
polluting chemicals.

" To write letters and petitions to our
governments and community leaders to
take action, citing the following
challenges:

On 19 July 2004, more than 450
youth ambassadors from countries

as varied as Colombia, Ireland,
Lebanon and Ghana streamed into the
US town of New London, Connecticut,
for the 2004 TUNZA International
Children’s Conference on the
Environment. At the opening ceremony
– after the delegates had been greeted
with vibrant dances and music – the
famous primate researcher Jane
Goodall told her audience: ‘Not only
can you change the world – you are
changing the world.’ 

The ambassadors – all between the
ages of 10 and 13 – represented 50
nations from six continents. The
conference gave them many
opportunities to discuss what they could
do to protect their planet and preserve
natural resources for future generations.
They agreed that one of the most
important things they could do was talk
to their friends and family. ‘I want
everyone to know that it's important that
they think about the environment,’ said
Ritsuya Kishida, a 13-year-old boy from
Tokyo, Japan, who led a project to clear
away litter in his home town. 

In between field trips, workshops and
artistic performances by hip-hop singers
and hoop dancers, the delegates buckled
down to serious work, discussing current
environmental issues and proposing viable
solutions. Based on their findings, they
passed a series of commitments and
challenges aimed at taking better care of
the earth and its resources, including
respect and fair treatment for indigenous
peoples everywhere. 

Michael Van Leesten, chairman of the
International Coalition for Children and
the Environment, said the conference set
a good example for adults. ‘It's actual
proof that what's going on in the world
now is curable if we can develop a whole
new group of leaders to take over the
world,’ he added. ‘It's as simple as that.’

By the conference’s end, the delegates
were proud of what they had accomplished
together. Thirteen-year-old Lauren Kirk from
Central Queensland, Australia, summed
up: ‘It is the little things that count. Think
locally – act globally. It is my belief that the
children of the world can unite, make a
difference and help lighten our
environmental footprint.’



Our common goal During the
conference, everyone had a chance to share
their culture. We may not all speak the same
language, but we care about similar things.
Humankind’s treatment of the environment
affects us all, no matter where we are from. We
all have a stake in what happens to the earth,
since, after all, it is our shared home. We will
have to start working together to solve major
problems like pollution and to conserve
precious resources if we are to protect the
natural world for ourselves and our future
children.

Alex Lin and Christine Kong, two of the
delegates, summed up: ‘The world is at peace
here, all religions working together, laughing
together, having fun together. All with a
common goal: to help the environment and the
rest of the world. Now, we delegates are doing
something that many adults in the world cannot
do: working together in peace. If the entire
world was like this, there would have to be no
more wars.’

We, the Delegates at the 2004 TUNZA
International Children’s Conference on
the Environment, challenge world leaders
to support our committed action by:

" Treating indigenous peoples fairly and
respecting their rights, including them in
decision making and giving back artefacts
that were taken from them.

" Protecting cultures and assisting
indigenous peoples to conserve their
traditions through festivals and holidays.

" Stopping the appropriation of land 
from indigenous peoples and looking 
for ways to fairly repay them for their 
land if it is not possible to give it back.

" Protecting the natural biodiversity in 
their regions and setting up nature
preserves in sensitive areas.

" Providing alternative sources of food
and employment for the people who
currently depend on exploiting endangered
species.

" Treating water as a global resource and
sharing the resource.

" Enforcing laws that stop the dumping of
waste into waterways. Ensuring that fines
are significant enough to make companies
stop polluting.

" Educating the public, using the media,
school curricula and any other available
methods, reminding them to use water,
energy and other resources wisely.

" Supporting and investing in agricultural
practices that don’t use polluting chemicals.

" Investing in alternative energy sources,
making green energy affordable to
everyone.

" Supporting local environmental groups.

Conference pictures: UNEP

photo: Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation

�Each one of us is 
responsible for the current 

state of the environment in the

country and we cannot wait for
someone else to solve it!�Ishita Kaur, India

Thank You So Much! Our deepest
gratitude to our founding sponsors, the
Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation, without
whom this incredible event would not have
been possible. We would also like to thank all
the people and financial supporters who helped
us stage the conference, as well as the
International Coalition for Children and the
Environment, the United Nations Environment
Programme and Connecticut College.

Michael Thomas
Chairman, Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation

We�re Sorry!

We�re lucky to have a planet suitable for living,

With Mother Earth always giving.

But, what�s given is taken, 

and the thought of returning kindness with kindness is forsaken.

So here we are, to say sorry today,

Try to save the earth as we may,

But for every action there�s a reaction?

So this makes people like us a very small fraction.

Medha, Kenya

�You may not realize it, 
but you are part of a significant part 

of history. We are deciding whether Mother 

Earth is saved or murdered. We are the future of

the Mother Earth� All I�m asking you to do is teach

what you know about the environment to other
people, then, thanks to 450 caring people, 

the world will be a better place.�Victoria Gardo, USA
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Wise trees

It was a Tuesday – Tuesday the 10th of Bhadrapad (an Indian
lunar month), 1730. Amrita Devi was at home with her daughters in
the village of Kherjali, near Jodhpur, churning milk, when she heard
the sound of a tree being cut down. 

She was alarmed. Trees were never felled in her village, because she
and her neighbours were Bishnoi, people of a religion that forbade
hunting animals or cutting down trees. These were among 29
principles (bishnoi means 29) laid down by the religion’s founder Guru
Jambho Ji in the 15th century. By following them, the Bishnoi had made
their villages green and fertile even in the middle of the Rajasthan
desert. It turned out that the local Maharajah’s men were cutting down
trees for wood to fire lime kilns at a new palace. Amrita Devi ran and
hugged a tree that was about to be chopped down, calling out one of
the Guru’s sayings: ‘Sar santey rookh rahe to bhi sasto jaan’ – ‘If a tree
is saved even at the cost of one’s head, it is worth it’. 

The men cut off her head. Her three young daughters – Asu, Ratni and
Baghu – followed her to hug the tree, and were cut down too. The
people of Kherjali and the surrounding Bishnoi villages decided that
one of them would give up their life for every tree that was chopped
down – and 363 died before the felling stopped.

The Maharajah, shamed by the villagers’ courage, apologised, and
issued a royal decree, engraved on copper plate. The new law
prohibited the cutting down of trees or the hunting of animals in Bishnoi
villages, on pain of severe punishment.

The villages have continued to be green oases in a harsh environment
down through the centuries. Flora and fauna are said to flourish
wherever the 6 million Bishnoi are found. Deer can be seen grazing in
their fields without fear; they can count on food and water in even the
worst drought.

Some say that these first environmental direct-action protestors
inspired Mahatma Gandhi to develop his successful strategy of civil
disobedience. Certainly they gave rise to the modern tree-hugging
movement, Chipko (meaning ‘cling to’), which has spread across the
Himalayas. Through it, local people – mainly women – have hugged
trees to protect them from loggers, saving many forests and thus
stopping the precious topsoil their villages need to grow food from
being swept off bare hillsides by the rains.

The kauri trees of New Zealand are among the largest

and oldest on the planet, growing over 50 metres high

and living for up to 4,000 years. Kauris are so tall that

kokako birds – creatures long thought to be extinct –

were recently found to have been living all this time

unseen among their sky-high leaves.

Ancient Maoris used these remarkable trees to
build boats, since their wood is incredibly
strong and resilient to water. In fact, their
wood is so durable that kauris which fell into
swamps thousands of years ago can still be
pulled out and used today. 

When cuts are made in kauri bark, 
gum seeps from the wounds constantly and
never seals. Over centuries, these drippings
form stalagmites and stalactites on branches
and on the ground, which are then used to
make paints, varnishes and even 
jewellery. 
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An old Kashmiri proverb observes, ‘We
have not inherited the world from our
forefathers – we have borrowed it from
our children’. When it comes to
environmental decision making, young
people have a special right to have their
opinions considered, as they are the ones
who will be living with the long-term
results.

My name is Alan Wu, and I am the UNEP Tunza
Youth Advisor for Asia and the Pacific. My
vision is for participatory communities – local,
national and international – that develop robust
solutions in response to the voices of all their
citizens. I try to work towards this by
representing young people and raising the
prominence of youth issues and opinions in
community decision making. I work for youth
participation and the development of more
responsive institutions to facilitate that
participation, and to build the capacity of young
people to get involved in their own
communities.

From where I live in Australia, I am involved in
many national and international programmes
that promote and facilitate youth participation,
including as Chair of the Australian Youth
Affairs Coalition and as a member of the
Advisory Council of the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation. 
Most recently, I was selected 
as a delegate to Oxfam's 
2004 sitting of the 
International Youth 
Parliament. I founded 
and coordinate 
Wellspring, an 
environmental non-profit 
organization that focuses on educating young
people on sustainable consumption issues.

In recognition of my work with Wellspring, the
Australian Government appointed me as Youth
Representative on the Australian Delegation to
the 2002 United Nations World Summit on
Sustainable Development, the largest UN event
ever held. There, I coordinated youth input into
Australia's positions on environmental issues,
and wrote a number of articles that were
picked up by the international media, ensuring
young people not present were kept abreast of
developments.

In 2003, the participants of the UNEP Global
Youth Retreat elected me to the UNEP Tunza
Youth Advisory Council, where I also serve as
Special Envoy for Young People to the UNEP
Executive Director. One of the biggest
successes of the Council has been our
representation of young people and youth
opinion at international environmental
negotiations, where, on several occasions, our
team has successfully lobbied for the inclusion
of text on the importance of partnerships with
young people. 

But we feel that the first step in working
towards a vision of youth participation in
environmental decision making is the
development of knowledge, skills, perspectives
and values which will empower young people
to assume responsibility for creating and
enjoying a sustainable future. So we've been
very happy to develop and implement UNEP's
own youth participation strategy, which includes
several exciting initiatives for young people like
us, such as this magazine, the Tunza book,
regular UNEP conferences and retreats for
young people, and the ‘youthXchange’
educational campaign around sustainable
consumption issues.

There are thousands of young people around
the world who are working for positive change
in our local communities – and this work is
gradually changing the world. Join us!

Alan Wu, 20, is the UNEP Tunza Youth Advisor
for Asia and the Pacific. He is currently completing
a combined Bachelor of Arts (Political Science)/
Bachelor of Laws course at the University of
Melbourne, Australia. 

Taking the long view

You can learn more about the work 

of the UNEP Tunza Youth Advisory Council and how to get 

involved with our activities. To get started, visit the website at

http://www.unep.org/tunza/youth/About_Tunza/Advisory_Council.asp. 

If you live in Asia and the Pacific, subscribe to the 

regional e-group by sending a blank e-mail to 

tunza-asiapac-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

The Maori people consider
kauri trees sacred and wise,
because they have observed so
much history. The largest
kauri in New Zealand – called
Tane Mahuta, the Lord of the
Forest – stands in the
northern Waipoua forest,
home to most of the country’s
remaining kauris. It is 51
metres tall, has a girth of 14
metres, and is believed to be
between 1,250 and 2,500
years old. 
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The Iroquois
Native Americans’
creation story 
Once, long ago, a great tree flourished
and provided everyone with all that they
needed, and they were happy. But the
Council Ruler knew that there was a great
sea in darkness under the land, and he
decided to give it light by uprooting the
tree and making a hole in the ground. 

The Council Ruler sent a woman, Aten-
en-sic, down to the sea below, wrapped in
light. The animals below saw her coming
from above and knew that they must
prepare a solid piece of ground for her
arrival. First, Beaver swam down to the
bottom of the sea to try to grab some
earth, but he disappeared. 

Next, Duck tried, but she too failed.
Finally, Muskrat dived down and came
back with some earth in his paw, and
Turtle volunteered to have the earth on
his back. 

Now that Aten-en-sic had a safe place to
land, the birds went to fetch her and
place her on Turtle’s back. Thus, Turtle
became the Earth Bearer – and whenever
he is restless and stirs, great waves and
earthquakes shake the ground.

The earth quickly grew into a great
island. Aten-en-sic gave birth to twin
sons, one good and one evil, each of
whom claimed the island as his own. 
The good son gave it trees and animals
and protected the rivers with hills and
mountains. 

The rainbow
serpent: 
an Aboriginal 
creation story 
Long ago, in the dream time, before there were
men and women, animals and plants, the world
lay still and smooth and flat. The rainbow
serpent, who was the mother of us all, lay in a
deep sleep in the very centre of the earth. 

Then one day the rainbow serpent
suddenly awoke, and broke through the
surface of the earth, showering
everything with a bright red ochre dust.
She travelled all over the land, forging
mountain ranges and deep channels with
her body. Such was her power and so
great was her effect on the earth, that
great rains began to pour from the sky,
and fill the deep channels where her
body wound its way. The high points
created the mountains and the low points
were filled with water to make the rivers
and seas. The places where she did not

travel remained flat, and became 
the deserts.

Then the rainbow serpent began 
to call on all living creatures to come 
out from the centre of the earth and
populate the land. She called on the
birds and the animals. And finally she
called on the human tribes. She told
them to live in peace and harmony with
their fellow creatures and reminded 
them to respect the rocks and trees, 
and the very earth itself, since all of
creation has a spirit. 

Creation  
Stories

The world’s religions show a
remarkable unanimity in their
teaching about humanity’s
relationship with the environment.
Islam, for example, teaches us that
we are the guardians of nature, while
the Judaeo-Christian tradition states



south seas 
solutions
The people who live on the

isolated islands of the South
Pacific have to be particularly
careful in managing their natural
resources: if these sources of
food and shelter run out, they
cannot simply move elsewhere. 

For example, in the Solomon
Islands, the people of Tikopia bury
root vegetables and other foods to
guard against poor harvests or
other emergencies – like the
category 5 cyclone that hit in 2003.
They strictly monitor their
population growth through
traditional social systems that allow
only the eldest son in each family to
marry and have children. They
stopped the practice of pig farming
when they found that the animals

were eating too many of their
starchy food crops. 

The people of Tikopia are also
among many island communities
committed to conserving their fish.
Traditional fishing rights ensure that
areas along the coastlines are family
owned: each family harvests and
cares for their own section of the
shore. Community taboos prevent
people from removing small fish
prematurely and ensure that they
always throw a certain portion of the
catch back into the sea. Fishing is
prohibited in certain areas and
during particular seasons. These
restrictions are widely respected
and based on the fishermen’s
intimate knowledge of when and
where fish breed. 

Olof T. Johansson, a Sami reindeer
herder, has been a driving force in
protecting Sweden’s ancient forests and
securing land rights for his people. A
Green member of the Sami parliament, he
persuaded large forest owners in Sweden
to recognize grazing rights for reindeer
herders, and to set aside extensive areas of
old, unexploited forests to allow the
build-up of hanging lichens, which are
essential for the animals in winter.
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The bad son twisted the trees and brought
storms and hurricanes and bent the rivers.
When their mother died, the good son
made the sun from her face, and the earth,
from which all life would come, from her
body. The bad son put darkness in the
western sky to chase down the sun each
night. 

After a long and arduous battle, the good
son won control of the island and banished
his brother to a pit under the earth. He
continues to create and protect the world
to this day.

She told them to pass this knowledge of
Mother Earth to their children and to the
children yet to come – for men and women
were now the caretakers of the land.

Then the great snake descended into the
great ocean, where she guards the fish and
other water creatures. And the people know
that if they take more fish than they can eat,
or kill for greed or pleasure, or abuse the
laws of the land in any way, the great
mother serpent will come out of her hiding
place in the water, and punish those who
have broken her laws.

that to love God is to love all of His
creation. The religions and cultural
traditions of indigenous peoples
place even more emphasis on this
relationship between humankind and
the natural world. Here are two of
their typical creation stories.

Sami Hero
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The Penan people live in the tropical rainforests of
Borneo, which are among the oldest and most biologically
diverse in the world. They use the forest’s wild resources
for food and medicine, as well as material for shelters,
poison for hunting, glue to trap birds and wood to make
boats, tools and musical instruments. The Penan value the
forest and consider themselves its stewards or protectors.
While hunting and gathering, they operate under a code of
‘molong’, requiring them to conserve the resources of the
forest, which they consider sacred. Once they have
gathered fruit from a certain tree, they mark the bark and
allow the plant to restore itself before harvesting its fruit
again. For example, the wild sago palm tree (their main
source of carbohydrates) has several trunks; the Penan
generally cut one of them down for sago flour, but leave the
others untouched to grow for later use. 
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The Dogon, whose villages lie primarily along the cliffs of
Bandigara in southeastern Mali, have adjusted their agricultural
practices to suit their rocky, arid surroundings; they carry soil to
where it is most needed, and build stone walls and dirt mounds to
prevent seedlings from being blown away. According to their
mythology, their people received advanced astronomical know-
ledge from spiritual guardians from outer space known as
Nommos. From these amphibian beings, the Dogon learned of the
star Sirius B and its size, density and movement; of the existence of
Venus and the rings around Saturn; and of the way that planets
orbit the sun – pre-empting later discoveries  by astronomers using
telescopes and other highly technical modern equipment.
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Some 27,000 San people live in Namibia and Botswana. Also called
Bushmen, they are made up of many small tribes that speak different
dialects of the Khoisan or ‘clicking’ languages. They are the oldest
inhabitants of southern Africa, having lived there for between 2,000
and 3,000 years. As hunter-gatherers, they use their advanced
knowledge of the environment to survive. They can identify hundreds
of plant species and judge the age of an animal by its dung. They are
adept at finding water in the most unlikely places: extracting it from
the trunks of trees, and wringing it from underground plants. 
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Aborigines have lived in Australia for around 4,000
years. While they are greatly attached to the land, which
provides their home and sustenance, they do not consider
themselves its owners; there is no history of territorial wars
between different tribes. As hunter-gatherers, aborigines
have cultivated an expert knowledge of the world around
them and developed remarkable skills in finding food and
water. They often drain water from trees and roots, and
even squeeze it out from frogs that store it in their bodies.
They can track animals using the smallest signs, like
patterns in the grass and broken twigs, as clues, and lure
their prey by imitating the calls of birds or emulating the
movement of emu with sticks and feathers. 
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The 80,000 Sami people, an indigenous group of European origin,
live in the far north of Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia. As hunters
and fishers, they live off the frozen land, relying heavily on their long-
established companions, the reindeer. The Sami have herded reindeer
throughout history: grazing them over huge areas; employing them for
transport; eating their meat and drinking their milk; and using their skins
to create clothing and shelter. Although the Sami are more integrated
into Scandinavian society than indigenous groups in other areas,
around 40 per cent of them still live off the land in traditional ways.
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The Yanomami live along the Brazilian-Venezuelan border in
village communities of between 25 and 300, located under the shelter
of a great jungle canopy made from forest trees and palm leaves. Like
many other rainforest tribes, they gather fruits and hunt animals and fish
for food. However, unlike their neighbours, the Yanomami also clear
small areas of forest to cultivate family-owned gardens. They grow food
crops such as bananas, plantains, cassavas and sweet potatoes, and
also raise plants for medicinal and ritual purposes. As rainforest soil is
characteristically quite thin, they move their gardens to a new spot
every five to ten years to allow the soil to replenish itself.
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The Bedouin – whose name means
‘inhabitant of the desert’ – survive off the dry,
barren lands stretching from the Arabian Gulf to
the Atlantic. As nomads who are continually on
the move, searching for new grazing pastures
for their camels, goats, sheep and cattle, the
Bedouin possess an intimate knowledge of the
weather and their natural surroundings. They
pay close attention to weather patterns in the
skies, so that they can travel to where new rain
has fallen. They wander only across their own
lands, as established by tradition. Though
strongly territorial, they are generous and
hospitable to travellers, in keeping with the
etiquette of desert life: a stranger approaching a
Bedouin tent will be looked after for three days.
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If only we listened...
we would realize that we all share a common 
ground; in fact, it is the earth beneath our feet.
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